
6 Apostelen Tommeljinger, Greenland Photo: CAF, Section
Paris-Chamonix, Expedition, 197 I
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Triennial Report 1970-2
Richard Brooke

Polar Regions

The Polar regions include such a vast range of mountainous country which is
being visited ever more frequently, that it is difficult to know where to begin
this review, or indeed what to include and what to leave out. In making my
selection I have tried to show the different types of objectives that are frequently
sought by present day climbers. As mountaineering in Antarctica, particularly
in the Antarctic Peninsula, has only been sketchily reported in this Journal, I
have gone back more than 3 years and endeavoured to fill the gap.

Roger Wallis summarised the history of climbing in South Greenland in AJ
68307. Although there are many spectacular peaks and rock walls in this region
which would give long, hard climbs, recent parties have rediscovered that there
is also a host of lesser peaks to suit all abilities. In 197 I there were a Scottish and
an Irish expedition based on Tasermiut Fjord; between them they made 43
ascents, despite very poor weather. In 1972 a party led by R. S. D. Smith,! and
another from Leicester Polytechnic led by A. Barbier, climbed on the E and w
sides respectively of Sondre Sermilik, the next long fjord to the NE of Tasermiut
Fjord. Between them they made over 50 ascents. Both parties had reasonable
weather and they heard locally that the bad weather the previous summer was
unusual.

Other parties have been active in the Angmagssalik region, the Staunings Alps
and Roscoebjerg. For all these, and many other parties, the Arctic has provided
a mountaineering holiday with a difference. For those parties whose objectives
involved inland journeys, probably hauling sledges, the holiday atmosphere
became more serious, with problems of sledge weights, depots and air-drops
-particularly for those parties who did not return by their outward tracks.

In 1969 a London Graduate Mountaineering Club led by D. Fordham planned
a circular journey starting up the glacier de France from the head of Kangerd
lugssuatsiaq, an expedition which is fully described in Ai 7524°.

Also in 1969, the Anglo-Danish Watkins Mountains expedition (leader
Alastair Allan) set out from Scoresby Sound to explore the northern approaches
to the Watkins Mountains and to climb Ejnar Mikkelsens Fjeld (3261 m).
They encountered very bad weather for all but 6 of the 38 days spent on the
ice-cap, and white-out conditions presented severe .problems. An air-drop
arranged for 26 July could not be received until 2 August. Despite these dif
ficulties they managed to cross from the E to the w ice-cap and reached a point
not more than 20 miles from Ejnar Mikkelsens Fjeld. A radio message was
received saying that Gaase Fjord was blocked by icebergs and expressing

I Mr Smith has compiled a summary of previous expeditions under the title 'A synopsis
of Mountaineering in Southern Greenland'. A copy is held by the Alpine Club.
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anxiety concerning the rendezvous with the boat at the head of the fjord.
Abandoning all but the essentials in order to lighten the load they set off for
Gaase Fjord. On the evening of 19 Augu t, after over 2 weeks in white-out
conditions, and with their position not positively fixed, the cloud lifted and
they had a distant sight of the green water of Gaase Fjord. Superb navigation,
perhaps coupled with a little luck had brought them out within a few miles of
their planned position. If some of their worries were over, the next week was
packed with difficult, exhausting and sometimes dangerous travel as they made
their way along the spur E of Gaase glacier and down the final descent of 2000 m
to sea-level. Once again all but the barest essentials were deposited, and when
they reached the shores of the fjord on 26 August, they cut their rations to a
mere 65 calories instead of the recommended 4000 calories for sledging.
Luckily a boat picked them up ncxt day.

To strike the right balance between enterprise and caution is difficult, but to
enjoy peace of mind in the polar regions it is necessary always, to be in a position
to work out one's own salvation. To rely on others, not members of your
expedition, for survival must be a constant cause for worry.

There has been much activity in the vVatkins Mountains since then. In August
1970 Ejnar Mikkelsens Fjeld was climbed by Andrew Ross and a party who
travelled down the East Greenland coa t from Scoresby ound on a 5-m open
motor dory(AJ 7625°).

87 Towards the Watki'ls MOlll/tail/s Photo: Watkins lVrountains Expedition, 1971

In 1971, Alastair Allan returned with another Anglo-Danish party and, after
landing at Kiviogs Fjord, made the second ascent of Gunnbjorns Fjeld (3901

m). The niversity of Sheffield Geological expedition made the fir t ascent of
Borgetinde (3348 m).

?lA



88 111golf Fje/d.-north wall Photo:
Croatian Expedition to Greenland, 1971
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Another party to use enterprising means of travel was the University of London
Graduate Mountaineering Club who, in 1971, sailed their own boat (an ex
Scottish motor-fishing vessel) to East Greenland, intent on the first ascent of
Ingolfsfjeld (2651 m) above Kangerdlugssuatsiaq. In this they were foiled by a
Yugoslav expedition which climbed this impressive peak by the E ridge. The
final eight pitches on the summit tower were Grade V-VI. Undeterred, the
London party attempted the s ridge/sw face, but after 2 weeks on the mountain,
during which 600 m of rope were fixed, they retreated when still 500 m from
the summit. The efforts of these 2 parties probably represent the highest
standards of rock climbing yet attempted in East Greenland.

Baffin Island has also been the scene of high standard rock climbing. In 1971,
D. Scott, G. Lee, R. Wood, R. Gillies, S. Smith, P. Koch, D. Hennik (USA),
M. Burke (cameraman) and P. Baird (liaison officer in Canada) spent 6 weeks
among the mountains near Mount Asgard at the head of Pangnirtung Fjord.
Despite a poor summer with a 10-day spell of bad weather, they reached 9 virgin
summits, some of which involved hard climbing: the head wall of Mount
Killibuk, E face, was Al and VS, one short biyouac; Breidablik, NE face, 600m
Al and HVS, 2 bivouacs, one on the summit; Mount Asgard, s peak via s ridge,
VS and HVS, one bivouac on the summit.

In 1972 another expedition visited Baffin Island, consisting of P. Nunn, D.
Hennik (USA), D. Scott and P. Braithwaite. A Grade VI climb of the E Pillar
of Asgard (2011 m) was involved, which is certainly the biggest (1200 m)
and most difficult route yet done on Baffin Island (IS pegs and a large
selection of nuts advised). (For further details see p 85).

Even further N, service parties were engaged on more traditional expeditions
in 1972. An Army expedition led by Major J. Muston visited Axel Heiberg
Island and made over 50 ascents of peaks up to nearly 2100 m from camps at
600-1000 m. All but 4 of these were first ascents. Unfortunately, the expedition
was marred at the last moment by a crevasse accident. While crossing a narrow
ice-bridge a sledge slid off and pulled the 2 men who were harnessed to it into
a crevasse, killing one of them. Luckily, 2 other members were present who,
with difficulty, were able to rescue the survivor. The safe return of the injured
man to base involved the whole expedition in an exhausting experience in
atrocious weather.

A Naval party led by Commander A. B. Erskine RN visited North Ellesmere
Island where there are peaks up to about 2100 m. These gave pleasant ski
mountaineering, and 13 first ascents were made before the party man-hauled
120 miles over the glaciers to Tanquary Fjord, whence they were flown out.

Thus, mountaineering in the Arctic may be an Alpine holiday with a difference,
or a holiday journey that becomes a struggle for survival, or an attempt on big
unclimbed rock walls, or a surfeit of peak bashing on mountains of doubtful
merit except for their one great credit feature-they are unclimbed.
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By contrast, climbing in the Antarctic is still in its infancy, and only a handful
of parties have gone there with mountaineering as a main objective. I give the
credit for the first of these to a party of Royal Marines from HMS Protector,
led by Captain V. N. Stevenson, who in December 1960 made a rush attempt
on Mount Paget, 2934 m, the highest peak in South Georgia. They only had 5
days, and those who know the weather of South Georgia will agree that they
were both enterprising and lucky to be able to make the ascent of the Far
West Peak in a final climb of 14 hours, with a bivouac on the descent (A]
67 226).

Lt Cdr M. K. Burley, one of the summit team, made use of this experience by
leading a combined services expedition to South Georgia in 1964-5. After
following the route of Shackleton's famous crossing, his party completed the
ascent of Mount Paget and also climbed Mount Sugartop (2323 m). In my
opinion, a more remarkable achievement was the crossing of the Allardyce
Range from S to N by the whole party over a col between Marikoppa and
Fluted Peak which led down to the Geike glacier (A] 7°313).

In 1965, W. Deacock and party climbed Big Ben (A] 70273), a 2740 m volcano
on Heard Island, having been repulsed by appalling weather and been lucky
to escape with their lives during a previous attempt in 1963. A notable feature
of the 1965 expedition was that the party sailed to Heard Island from Australia
in a 19-m schooner with an amateur crew, skippered by H. W. Tilman.

In 1966-7 a lo-man American expedition led by N. B. Clinch climbed Vinson
Massif, 5139 m, the highest in Antarctica, and 5 other fine neighbouring peaks
(A]72128 ).

In 1967 2 pairs of climbers from Hillary's expedition climbed Mount Herschel
(3566 m). The ascent, which was not without technical difficulty, was made from
a camp at only 900 m. The first pair took 19 hours and the second pair 25 hours
(A] 73 173). In 1970-1, a combined services party visited Elephant Island
and climbed many peaks (A] 77 204). But ever since Mount Erebus (3795 m)
was climbed in 1908 by members of Shackleton's expedition, and especially
since the Second World War, there have been mountaineers on Antarctic
expeditions and a great many peaks have been climbed, even though the prime
objective of the expedition was not mountaineering but exploration, travel and
geology.

Mountains were climbed by their easiest routes for the old-fashioned reason of
seeing the view (upside down through the theodolite) or collecting rock
samples. Gradually though, as the means of maintail1ing parties in the field
with sufficient food and fuel improved, and the parties themselves turned from
long exploratory journeys to more detailed work within a more confined area;
men have found time, on rest days and off days, to climb peaks for their own
sake, even without a scientific excuse. Many of these climbs were of little
technical merit, but were none the less enjoyable for that; they went unrecorded
except in personal diaries, and the peaks often remained unnamed.
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In recent years there have been 2 main area \ her uch ascent have been
made-by Kew Zealand parties in the mountain flanking the western border
of the Ross a and Ross Ice helf, and on the opposite side of the Antarctic
in the Antarctic Peninsula, where Britain has maintained exploratory ba es
ever ince the la t war, under the heading of Operation Tabarin, Falkland
Islands Dependencies urvey and now the British Antarctic urve. fhe
ascent in the former area have been reported in this }oumal, but only a little
has been heard of the latter.

Climbing has been carried out at intervals since the bases were first occupied,
and gradually it has been looked upon as an almost acceptable occupation.
Probably the great impetus was given when a group ofCreag Dhu ountaineer
ing Club members were in the 1arguerite Bay region from December 1963
to pril 1966. During the winter they climbed extensively on the coastal
ice-cliffs 30-60 m high, which enabled them to perfect many of th advanced
winter climbing techniques which are widely u ed in cottish ice climbing
today such a dcadman belays, front pointing and dagger work and aid climbing
on ice crews.



90 Moullt Hopefrom the slImmit of 1'll]oUII/ harity
Photo; R. Collister

Members of this group climbed many straightforward but beautiful peaks.
They also did what was probably the first rock climb of Alpine length and stan
dard to be done in the Antarctic, up the Pinnacle Buttress of Roman Four
Promontory. This buttress gave J. Gardner, D. T. Todd, J. Noble and M.
Cousins 5 hour of good Grade IV rock climbing. They were lucky to have a
fine, calm day and a temperature above freezing. One of their most notable
ascents was :VIount Andrew Jackson (3566 m), the highest mountain on the
Antarctic Peninsula at 7[0 . It was climbed by J. Cunningham, J. Gardner,
J. Noble, B. mith and D. Todd in :-':ovember 1964 and gave a snow and ice
climb of 600 m with 2 long, hair-rai ing ice pitches to gain an exposed sno\ 
ridge and the summit. The second ascent \\'as attempted by another party in
January 1970, but they had to retreat 60 m from the summit because of bad
weather.

In 1968 M. Fielding and 1. A. Sykes repeated the Creag Dhu route on Roman
Four Promontory; they al 0 climbed another buttress (1\ ). :\lcKeith and I.
Willy climbed :\lount Bouvier (3050 m) on Adelaide Island.

On the Antarctic Peninsula, Bushell, Pashley and Burnes climb d :\Iount
ourtauld and i\Iount Charity in the Eternity Range and a number of small

peaks on the E ide of King George \'1 'ound. 1. ykes and J. Donaldson climbed
i\(ount Hope by the w ridge, which was quite hard. R. ollister and G. Davie
made some first ascents in the rrowsmith Peninsula. The most difficult peak
attempted in the period 196 -70 was :\lount Wilcox. (19 1 m), which looks
rather like Mount Aspiring in :\few Zealand. S. ;\Torman, i\I. Fielding, F.
Smith and 1. A, Sykes attempted 2 ridges and .finally fixed a series of abseil
posts up the w flank to allow a quick retreat-probably the first occasion such
tactics have been used on an Antarctic peak. They reached the lower summit
but were unable to climb the last 100 m due to dangerous cornices.

Only a few of the many ascents made have been mentioned in this article, but
clearly both the quantity and standard of climbing in the Antarctic is rising, and
more will be heard of mountaineering there in future.
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